
OPENWIDE GROUP

Falling from height S, P, YP, C AI 3

Participants and are clipped into the safety 

rope system by an instructor before they 

leave the gates. Instructors are also clipped 

into the same system This will ensure that 

they are on the system safely. The system is 

regularly checked by staff and a safety 

briefing is also implemented to minmize the 

risk of ignorance. Particpants are told not to 

touch the karabiners.

3 H Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Knocks, bumps and grazes S, P, YP, C AI 2

All participants are told to wear sensible 

clothing ( long sleeves, trousers and covered, 

secured shoes are advised) A safety briefing is 

also implemented to minimize risk - advising 

people to take time and care on the activity.

2 M Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Snagging from clothing, jewellery, 

long hair etc. and legs or arms 

getting caught in elements

S, P, YP, C AI 2

 All particpants are told to remove any 

accessories that could pose a snagging risk, 

long hair must be tied back. Activities are 

designed to minimise this risk however it is 

still possible.Retrival and rescue drills are 

trained to staff.

3 H Continued monitoring 08/12/2015 L

People beneath the High Line 

course may be hit by objects 

falling from height

S, P, YP, C AI 3

All particpants are asked to remove any loose 

items from their pockets and this is double 

checked after the safety briefing. Any 

equipment that staff may require whilst 

working at height must be securely attached 

to their harness. 

2 H Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Equipment failure S, P, YP, C, Co AI 3

All equipment is checked daily by trained staff 

to ensure it is functioning correctly and to the 

industry and manufacturer's specification.

2 H Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Harness coming loose or being 

removed or tampered with by 

participant

S, P, YP, C AI 3

Staff are always checking harnesses and 

supervising the participants during their 

sessions. Participants are advised to leave 

their harnesses alone and ask a member of 

staff to assist them if they are uncomfortable.

2 H Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Hitting supporting poles on the 

structure
S, P, YP, C AI 3

In the safety brief, participants are advised to 

take time and care whilst on the activity and 

told not to slide along the Niko rail.

1 M

Continued monitoring. Padding could be 

added to the green poles to reduce the risk of 

injury if a person was to swing into them.

08/12/2015 L

Splinters from cable S, P, YP, C, Co AI 2
Advise people not to hold onto the cable 

when on the Jacob's ladder
2 M

Continued monitoring. Tape could be 

wrapped around the cable to reduce the risk 

of splinters.

08/12/2015 L

Splinters from wood S, P, YP, C, Co AI 2

Daily inspections are carried out to check the 

condition of wooden elements and 

participants are asked to take care on them.

2 M Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Damage to elements S, P, YP, C, Co AI 3

Daily checks are done on the High Line which 

include inspecting the condition of the 

elements.

3 H Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Type of Risk Assessment: High Line

HAZARD WHO & HOW S CONTROLS IN PLACE L

Description of site or process:  RockReef, Bournemouth Pier

MANAGED RISK
RISK

ADDITIONAL CONTROL MEASURE 

REQUIRED?
ACTION DATE



Emotional risk S, P, YP, C AI 2

Positive affirmations are given to comfort the 

person and build trust between the 

participants and the instructors. 

Demonstrations can be used to explain how 

to do certain obstacles and encourage the 

person to attempt them. The instructor can 

also leave their station to assist with the 

activity. Retrieval and rescue drills are trained 

to staff and all instructors have a radio with 

them at all times to call for assistance.

3 H Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

People accessing the High Line  P, YP, C AI 3

The High Line gate is locked when not in use. 

There is a sign on the High Line entrance 

stating " No Entry without an Instructor". 3 H Continued monitoring 08/12/2015 L

Other participants P, YP, C AI 2

Particpants are advised to leave a safe 

distance between each other. A safety 

briefing is in place which dictates that there 

are to be 2 people maximum on each 

platform, and 2 people maximum on each 

crossing. This is to be monitored by an 

instructor.

3 H Continued monitoring. 08/12/2015 L

Participants unable to reach 

obstacles becoming stuck part 

way around the course

 P, YP, C AI 1

There is a height limit of 1.1m to ensure that 

all participants are able to reach all the 

elements of the course. Positive affirmations 

are given to comfort the person and build 

trust between the participants and the 

instructors. Demonstrations can be used to 

explain how to do certain obstacles and 

encourage the person to attempt them. The 

instructor can also leave their station to assist 

with the activity. Retrieval and rescue drills 

are trained to staff and all instructors have a 

radio with them at all times to call for 

assistance.

3 M Continued monitoring 08/12/2015 L

Fire / Emergency evacuation S,P,YP,C GE 3

Recorded and practiced evacuation process 

know to all RockReef Staff. Drills and 

exercises are carried out every 6 months and 

results recorded in RockReef Fire Book . 

Evacuation to be complete in under 3 mins , 

current time recorded as at 6/6/17 was 1 Min 

34  Sec's. 

1 M Continued monitoring and  rehearsal. 06/06/2017 L

Key:

Who: S - Staff; P - Public; YP - Young Person; C - Children; Co - Contractor

How: AI - Accident Injury; OIH - Occupational ill health; GE- General emergecy

Severity/Likelihood/Risk and Residual Risk

High Risk (RED); Medium Risk (AMBER); Low Risk (GREEN) - see full Severity v Likelihood Matrix for more details
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Pier General Manager Peter Collett Date:

Pier Zip Manager /Assistant Manager Alex Iriwn Date:

General Manager
Greg Macdougall
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Front of House Manager/ Assistant manager Joe Potter Date: Signature:
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